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1 Synopsis

This exercise was motivated by a community request to design a more efficient and potentially more aesthetic
intersection at Glenwood Ave, South Ave, Valley Drive, and Elmwood Ave. The intersection appeared to be
quite challenging due to narrow “X” shape that precluded a simple roundabout solution.

The first design resulted in a pinched roundabout. It looks nice, but turning onto Elmwood Ave from the
roundabout is a problem, and the longish path from, e.g., Glenwood Ave to South Ave N is at least somewhat
disagreeable. Also, the design adds very little additional pedestrian space.

Figure 1: Intersection as exists today. Figure 2: Initial design: pinched roundabout; looks
nice; but Elmwood Ave doesn’t connect.

In the second iteration, two roundabouts were tried.
This eliminates possible long roundabout paths and
creates modestly more pedestrian space, but doesn’t
solve the Elmwood Ave connection problem. It also
loses the formality of roundabout design. However,
it starts to very vaguely resemble the new double
roundel junction at Poynton, UK town center. Per-
haps a less formal roundel solution is the way to go?

Figure 3: Second iteration: two roundabouts; Glen-
wood Ave still doesn’t connect.
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In the final iteration, the north roundabout is repositioned (pushed up and left a bit) to optimize connections
to Elmwood Ave, Glenwood Ave, and South Ave. This solves both the Elmwood Ave connection problem
and possible long roundabout paths. It also creates a large amount of pedestrian space.

Inspired evermore by the Poynton, UK roundel, I decided to go the “full monty” (i.e., full Poynton treat-
ment): I shrunk the center islands to create roundels (a less formal type of roundabout), found additional
pedestrian space, and eliminated all curbing in the area to create a piazza-like and shared space environ-
ment. If building without curbs, it’s important to employ different pavement materials, colors, and textures
to provide visual and tactile guidance to both vehicles and pedestrians.

Build a bigger road, it will quickly fill with more cars; build more pedestrian space, it will quickly fill with
more people. Expect such redesigns to draw new mixed-use development almost immediately.

Figure 4: Final iteration: Roundel; curbing optional; with expansive piazza-like pedestrian space.

South Ave Roundel Dimensions
Inscribed circle diameter 90 ft

Inner circle diameter 20 ft
Street width 10 ft

“waistline” road width 35 ft
Street median width 5 ft

Parking lane width 7 ft
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Figure 5: Poynton, UK roundel design
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